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PHOTO CONTEST WINNERS
By Todd Hamilton

First Place:
Tri-Tech Inc,
Austell, GA
Submitted by:
Mike Bivins
Project:
Alfred P.
Murrah
Federal
Building Plaza,
Oklahoma
City, OK

Mike Bivins
Tri-Tech Inc.
Austell, GA

Don Coffey
Glass & Metal
Harrisonburg, VA
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Jack & Andrea
Cline
Flagstaff, AZ

Congratulations to Mike Bivins of Tri-Tech
Inc. for winning first place in SAF’s first annual Southern Aluminum Finishing Co. photo
contest. Mike submitted photos of Tri-Tech’s
duranodic dark bronze anodized handrails
installed on the grounds of the Alfred Murrah
Federal Building Plaza in Oklahoma City,
Continued on page 2
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OK. The Alfred Murrah Plaza, located adjacent to the Oklahoma City
National Memorial, reopened in August of 1999 and provides a peaceful
place for visitors and area workers to relax and reflect.

Third Place:

Jack & Andrea Cline, Flagstaff, AZ

Submitted by:

Jack & Andrea Cline

Anodizing is a common finish for aluminum handrails. Handrails are usually installed in high traffic areas and need a finish with good abrasion resistance. Duranodic anodized coatings are harder and denser than 2-step coatings and provide the superior abrasion resistance needed for handrails.

Project:

Private Residence, Flagstaff, AZ

Second Place:

Glass & Metal Inc, Harrisonburg, VA

Submitted by:

Don Coffey

Project:

McLeod Hall at the University of Virginia,
Charlottesville, VA

The third place winner of the SAF photo contest is Jack and Andrea Cline.
The photo of their beautiful home in Flagstaff shows aluminum gutters and
cornice designed by SAF’s Perimeter Systems Division. The metal was
formed in SAF’s fabrication shop and then painted Ascot Z991011, a 2-coat
mixable Kynar coating.
The Cline’s photo is an excellent example of the use of SAF’s products in
architecture. SAF’s Perimeter Systems Division in Sanford, North Carolina
sells commercial grade roofing trims. These trims are designed to complete
the perimeter edge of a building.

Don Coffey of Glass & Metal Inc. is the second place winner of the SAF
photo contest. Don’s photos of McLeod Hall at the University of Virginia
show clear anodized brake shapes installed at the bottom of the windows of
the building. SAF formed the shapes and anodized them Clear Class II SAF
204.
Clear anodizing is an excellent finish for institutional projects. Anodized
finishes reflect the natural beauty and luster of aluminum and are inexpensive, long-lasting, and easily maintained.

SAF’s Charlotte Facility Makes it Four Years in a Row
By Todd Hamilton
This past October, SAF’s Charlotte, NC facility was awarded the
Environmental Excellence in Industry award for the fourth consecutive year.
The award, given out by the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Utility Department’s
Environmental Management System Protection Division, recognizes companies that demonstrate environmental stewardship, comply with environmental
standards, and develop proactive and innovative approaches to protecting
water quality. We have received this award all four years of its existence.

Congratulations to Keith Mauney and Maurice Badawy for their work in
helping SAF receive this award. Keith and Maurice’s tireless effort to maintain and improve SAF’s wastewater treatment system proves their dedication
to protecting the environment and the water quality in their community. Keep
up the great work!
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Department
Spotlight

By
Glenn Garvett

Dave Yancey- A Talk
With the Tin Man
The other day I had lunch with Dave Yancey, salesman extraordinaire.
It was during this time I had a chance to interview him for this newsletter.
Dave started with SAF in 1959, working part time while attending
Georgia Tech. He graduated from Georgia Tech in March of 1962 and
continued full time in sales. He spends half his time on the road calling on
customers and developing new business. He spends the other half in the
office quoting aluminum sheets, extrusion, coils, job finishing, as well as
fabrication. He has sold mill finished, anodized, and painted aluminum
from Florida to Canada, he has become the “Tin Man” of Southern
Aluminum. But unlike the Tin Man in the Wizard of Oz, this one has a big
heart.
During the interview Dave spoke of the people who trained and helped
him along the way. He is gracious to those in the industry and the company. When listening to him talk about his work, you realize he truly cares
about SAF and his customers.
During his 43 years in the business Dave has seen many changes in
both the company and the industry.
Some of the changes he has witnessed are:

■ Extrusions for storefront were
once offered in clear 204 A1,
buffed bright, by Amarlite. Their
major competitor at that time,
Kawneer, offered 204-A1-R1
satin.
■ Buffing became too expensive, so
the base clear finish was changed
to 204-R1, etch. This designation
is still often used today.
■ Duranodic anodizing was introduced in about 1963, offering
customers another architectural finish other than the clear finish.
■ Kynar paint finishes were offered in about 1970 to compete against
duranodic bronze anodized finishes. The available kynar finishes
has expanded to the spectrum of colors we see today.
■ Two-step finishes were offered to make anodizing more uniform in
color and also to stay competitive with steel and other products.
■ Fax machines have sped up job quotes and order placement.
■ Computers, voice mail, and cell phones expanded productivity and
increased the speed of business.
■ The job of salesman has changed from all around sales people to
product specialists.
■ Road travel has changed from traveling by car, to plane travel, and
back to cars
Dave then laughed and said he sold flat sheet for 34 years competing
against coil anodizers. Now SAF has their own coil anodizing plant.
Times have changed, but the “Tin Man” has kept up. His knowledge of
the products and the industry is vast. He is a true Southern Aluminum
Finishing asset.

ANNIVERSARY’s &

Happy Birthday to everyone who celebrated
birthdays since our last published
newsletter….many happy returns!

WALTER GRASMEIER .................................................12/16

EZRA LEE CODY III......................................................2/24

TUAN HOANG HO ..................................................12/17

BA VAN PHAN .............................................................3/7

REGINALD PEEK .......................................................12/23

NATE JOHNSON..........................................................3/8

NHAN HUU TRAN....................................................12/31

STEVE BELL ..................................................................3/8

MINH CONG TRAN .................................................12/31

STANLEY PRINCE ..........................................................3/9

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

DUNG VAN BUI .......................................................12/31

CURLEY ELLISON ........................................................3/16

HAU VAN TRAN .......................................................12/31

WILLIE CLARK .............................................................3/20

TERRY SMITH................................................................1/2

DAVID REEDY .............................................................3/20

TOMMY GRIER .............................................................1/2

TERRY BOLAN ............................................................3/23

SCOTT JONES............................................................11/5

MICHAEL WILSON .......................................................1/5

JAMES WILLIS.............................................................3/25

DALE NEVITT ..............................................................11/8

HUNG QUOC TRAN ..................................................1/10

JOHN MCCLATCHEY ..................................................3/28

ELIZA MCCLATCHEY EVANS ......................................11/11

DMYTRO LOPUKHOV..................................................1/12

AN VAN NGUYEN .....................................................3/28

JOSHUA SHARP........................................................11/15

TUAN ANH NGUYEN.................................................1/13

CRISTIAN SANCHEZ...................................................3/28

ZEBBIE LONG...........................................................11/20

ARTHUR MOORE ........................................................1/14

LAVON FORD...........................................................11/22

TUYEN THANH BUI.....................................................1/22

DOYLE GRAHAM......................................................11/25

RONALD HULL............................................................1/24

LARRY BRUNSON .....................................................11/27

PATRICIO PONCE .......................................................1/29

JAIME SERVIGON .....................................................11/29

CHARLIE MALLARD........................................................2/6

LARRY LANCASTER ...................................................11/30

HOANG THANH HA ....................................................2/6

BRENT SHOLL...........................................................11/30

JAMES SARRATT ...........................................................2/7

TUAN VAN TRAN .......................................................12/2

RICKY WINCHESTER...................................................2/15

CHELDON MCLAURIN ................................................12/4

BRAVLIO MONTES ......................................................2/15

ANITA THOMPSON ....................................................12/7

RICHARD MOORE ......................................................2/18

LAI VAN TRUONG ....................................................12/13

FRANK MILLS..............................................................2/19

GUILLERMO ALVAREZ ................................................12/14

DAVID YANCEY ..........................................................2/21

HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
BRENT SHOLL .........................12/2 .......................5 YEARS
ERIC RICHARDSON................12/12 ......................5 YEARS
Y HONG NGUYEN.................2/13 .......................5 YEARS
MAURICE MCDANIEL ..............12/5 .....................10 YEARS
ROBERT GUNN .....................12/14 ....................30 YEARS
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1-2 Photo Contest Winners

SAF’s Charlotte Facility - 4 years in a row

Announcements

SAF is now offering 1-day service on anodized extrusion orders. We can now ship stock extrusions anodized to order in 24 hours. We hope this improved level of service will help our customers get the metal they need when they need it. Just call one of our customer service representatives for assistance or visit our Customer Service Website at http://www.saf.com/safmetal.html.
Congratulations to Robert Gunn on his 30-year anniversary with SAF. Robert joined SAF in
December of 1971 and has been our lead day-shift anodizer for many years. Robert’s outstanding attitude, wealth of knowledge and experience make him a real asset for SAF. Thanks,
Robert, for all that you do.
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Department Spotlight: Dave Yancey A talk with the tin man
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Newest Additions &
Announcements

Do not forget about SAF’s new Customer Service Website.
The site enables customers to place sheet and extrusion
orders, check order status and even obtain shipment
tracking numbers. Point your browser to
http://www.saf.com/safmetal.html to access the site.

